
Pass and release shooting. Alternate passes from each side for shot on
goal. Each player can make 3 passes (6 total shots for shooter) before
rotating players. 
Progression:

If pass and release shooting is too complex, have players start

with stationary shooting against the boards (#3). 

Introduce movement for shooter (example #2). Drill still starts

with a pass and shot. After shot shooter must skate to net for

rebound and stop. Then skate out around tire and back in to

receive another pass and shot. Continue driving to the net for

rebound and around tire for multiple shots. 

To work on hand-eye coordination alternate passer standing

behind net looking to de�ect the puck and get a rebound

opportunity

Key Points

Communicate for passes, if player doesn't call don't pass!

For beginners, cushon pass, proper weight transfer and release

towards the net

As players become ef�cient, working on quick release, head up

when shooting

Place two offensive players ( , both with pucks) and one defensive
player ( ) in a circle. The goal is for the offensive players to skate
around and work on protecting the puck with moves, their body and
stick. The defensive player is trying to knock the pucks out of the circle.
If too easy the defensive player can turn their stick upside down. After
20-30 seconds, swap out players, players who aren't participating
should be working on stationary passing.
Progression- add more players, both offense and defense.

HCF 12U Week 1
Date: Oct 3 2022 Time: 5:30 pm

Back to basics Week 1- emphasis on skills (skating, shooting, passing)

Free play/intro 3 mins

Full ice skating/edgework 10 mins

Quick Release Shooting 7 mins

2 to 1 Puck Protection 7 mins
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Setup as shown depending on ice availability.

On signal defending player ( ) skates towards attacking player

( ) who starts with puck. pivots backwards at which point 

can attack the net, play it out 1v1. On whistle discards

that oppenent and starts 1v1 with a different line, continue until

defender has played each line once.

Similar to above except defending player is not pivoting. As soon

as starts skating towards a line that player is able to attack the

net. Defender must close gap and angle to create turnover.

Key Points

Proper gap, make sure defender is getting close to play to

engage quickly and not skating backwards all the way to the net.

Coach starts drill by dumping puck into corner, with  1

retrieving puck - coach puts pressure

1 takes puck off wall and drives the net for a shot

After shot,  2 rims puck around boards,  1 retrieves second

puck and passes to  2 who opens up in slot for a shot

After second shot, drill restarts with  2 retrieving puck from

coach

Key Points

Coach puts pressure on both board retrievals

Alternate directions - up half wall or behind the net

Shoulder check before retrieving the puck and use deceptive

moves

Play 3v3 or 2v2 in a con�ned area for 30-40 second shifts. Players must
make a pass to coach in transition for attacking the net. 
Substitute players for coaches once they get the hang of the drill. 

1v1 x 4 Gap 7 mins
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OZ Puck Retrieval 7 mins
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Outlet Game 7 mins



Simple 3v3 (or 4v4) game where teams must score on a certain net. 

Key Points

Players must move the puck to and themselves to a position to

score in front of the net and not just shoot from distances.

Great drill to work with goalies on tracking the puck behind the

net. 

American Patriot 10 mins


